Introduction
Zadeh has suggested a relational model for the Dempster-Shafer (D-S) theory [Zadeh. 1984a.bj [Zadeh. 1986a] �Zadeh and Ralescu. 1986b Since the Dempster-Shafer theory has attracted much attention in AI community recently, it is important to clarify several issues related to Zadeh's conjecture.
In the next section, we r�\·iew Zadeh·, n·lat io11<tl IIIOdt·l <lit<! hi" conjl:'et Ill'� on the eombinability of e\'idence. Section three describes ou1· I'{'! at ion a! modt:'l for the D-� t heor.\· and discuso;e:-; the combinability of our masses. Finally. we compare the two modt'[..; and interpret Zadeh ·, conjecture using probabilistic terms.
Zadeh's Relational Model
The basic idea behind Zadeh's relational models of the D-S theory is to represent the mass distribution as a granular distribution, which is the set values distribution of a relation's attribute. For example, consider the following employee relation E\IP in [Zadeh. 1986ai : This article is based on the author's Ph.D. thesis at the. CniHrsity of California, Be.rkele.y, which was supported by :-.:ational Sden�� Foundation Grant DCR-8&1313\l. .\s shown in [Zadeh, 1986a] . D-S belief and plausibility measures correspond to the lower and upper bounds, respectively, on the fraction of en.ployees who are within certain age range according to the relational database. :Vforeover, two granular distributions about an attribute obtained from two sources are combined in a way analogous to Dempster's combining rule.
The Combinability Problem
The combinability problem in Zadeh·,_ relnr ional modd is ba,. The conjecture significantly limits the applicability of Dempster's rule in Zadeh's model. In particular, two granular distributions cannot be combined if one contains a focal element that is disjoint from all focal elements of the other distribution. An even stronger condition has also been presented in [Zadeh and Ralescu, 1986) . ilAgeiDept= .4.cct = {( [20, 22] ,1 14) ([ 21.23:.3/4)} Hence, the granular distribution of age in accounting department is determined by ( 1) the distribution of sex in the department and (2) the multivalued mapping from employees· sex to employees· age. This successfully models the way D-S masses are computed. Hence. the theorem is prond.
:\!though the theorem does not state that conditional granular distributions are ah1·a�·s combinable. it does assure that they are combinable whenenr Dempster's rule is applicable. \Vhen two mass distril)ut.ions do not have non-empty intersections, the two evidential sources are mutually exclusive, i.e., they can not be present in the same time. Therefore, the total-conflict distribut. ions indicates inconsistency and should not be combined at all. Indeed, Dempster's rule would not combine the distributions either, for the normalization factor is zero. 
A Probabilistic Interpretation of Zadeh's Conjecture
In probability terms. Zadeh ·s conjecture can be paraphrased a5 followed:
Two unconditioned ma.ss distrib·utions, which are .�et.� of cor1straint.s for the undulying probability distributions, cannot be combined if there does not exist a probability di.�tribution that satisfies both constraint sets.
Definition: A probability distribution P of a probability space 8 satisfies the constraints imposed The lemma is. thus. proved.
Since each entry of the inter:;.ection of two conflict -fr ee parent rel ations is subsumed by their corresponding entries, it follows from the lemma that the granulat· di-;tribution of the combination of two conflict-free parent relations is a probability dbtribution that -;atisfiPs both constraint sets. Thus. if there exists conflict-free parent relations for two mass distributions. there must be at least one probability distribution that satisfies both constraint sets. Conversely. if there does not exist a probability distribution that satisfies both mass distributions, the two mass dist-ributions do not have conflict-free parent relation and, cannot be combined.
5, Conclusions
In the context of relational model. the combinability of mass distributions in Dempster-Shafer theory �epends on their interpretations. If D-S masses are viewed as unconditioned probability masses, they can be combined only if they have a conflict-free parent relation. However. if they are viewed as conditional probability masses, they are always combinable when Dempster's rule is applicable. .-\s a result, Zadeh's
